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In this fifth inBtalmeDt of the study, 43 items are
considered
where HUes heave be en changed mainly for the
ne<.esBity
of introduc ing better
subject
denoting
terms.
Comments,
for each of the Ite-rn s , are given.
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Title

Changes

of More Specific

Nature

Many of the title changes discussed
in the
earl ier parts can be cons ide red , in some ways,
to have resulted
in simpler
titles.
Dropping of frequency denoting terms,
names of sponsoring
agencies,
place names,
etc. surely result in simpler
titles.
However,
in the present part, we are going
to begin with a category
of titles where changes
appear to have been brought out consciously
with the
main object of simplifying
titles.
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Simplification
of Titles
more Spec if ic Terms

by the Introduction

of

In this Section we are more concerned with
changes in the subject denoting terms in titles of
per iod ic al s , We have seen earl ier that subject
denoting terms have often been changed, mainly to
indicate broadening
or narrowing
of scope of periodicals.
At time s, new subject denoting term s appear
indirectly
in titles through the inclusion of the new
names of sponsoring
agencies.
The titles in the
present Section are qu ite different from all these.
They are listed in Table 50.
Brief comments
on changes in the above
titles should be in order.
In the first item the subject denoting term Insanity has only been replaced
by Psychiatry
without disturbing
the other words in
the title.
Insanity is a mental disorder.
There is
no difficulty
in getting the correct
meaning.
However,
the subject which deals with mental disorders
and
the ir treatment
has come to be better known as
psychiatry.
Hence the necessity
for change.
The second item in the T able was orig inally a
spin-off from the Canadian Journal of Research
and
its Series F carried
the specific title Technology,
In the next change, when the titles of the different
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1977

Hillside

Road.

New Delhi-llOOl2

s e r ie s were given independent status,'·as
discussed
in Section 97 earlier,
this periodical
received
the
title Canadian Journal of Tec hn ol ogv , in conformity
with other titles.
However, the single subject denoting term Technology was not sufficiently
expressive.
The subject coverage of this periodical
has been actually Chemical Technology.
Hence, a
revision became necessary.
The same subject had,
in the meantime.
come to be better known as Chemical Eng ineering.
That is how the new terms got into
the present title of the per iod ical.
The change in the third item also follows a
similar
pattern.
Very rapid development
in electronic instrumentation,
quite naturally,
opened up
vast possibilities
of application
in the field of medic ine or b iorne d ic ine, to be more inclus ive. The name
that could be thought of immediately
for this developing subject was biomedical
electronics.
As the
subject further developed and the medical uses of
nuclear energy became a possibility,
a more inclusive name of the subject became necessary.
This
new name is B iomed ic a l Eng ineer ing wh ich appears
in the new title.
Generally,
the name of a new subject is first coined by its practioners
and only then
it appears
in the title of its periodical.
But. at least
in some c a s e s the name of such a subject may first
he coined by a periodical
title.
It would be interesting to make a study of such c as e s .
The change in the name of the subject covered
by the fourth item is of a slightly different nature.
Lubr ication was the name of the subject and now a
new term has been added to it, that is, tribology.
The dictionary
meaning of the term is scientific
study of fr iction.
It is well known that need for
lubrication
arises because of friction.
Hence, a
better understand ing of the phenomenon of fr iction
can ultimately lead to better methods of lubrication.
Suc h extension in scope and perspective
has been
a recent trend in many disciplines
and specialities.
The title Ins t r e me nt s and Automation (the
fifth item). which was earlier
called Instruments
(1928-53), has changed to Instruments
and Control
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Table

50:

Change due to Coinage

of new Subject Denoting Terms
Changed from
[with date of last change]

Changed to

1.

Amer ican Journal

2.

Canadian Journal
Eng inee r ing

3.

IEEE Transactions
Engineering

4.

Industrial

5.

Instruments

6.

Journal

of the Atmospher

7.

Journal

of Environmental

8.

Occupational

9.

Work Study

of Psychiatry
of Chemical

on Biomedical

Lubrication

and Tribology

and Control

Systems
ic Scienc e s
Health

Psychology

Systems.
The specific area of change is the substitution of the word Automation by Control Systems.
This is purely a change in terminology
without any
intrinsic change in the subject.
When the subject
first developed,
after the Second World War, the
name Automation gave it a strong public appeal.
It
was able to draw the attention of many to the tremendous possibilities
of the developing subject. But
as it happens, while a subject develops and acquires
scientific base, it gets increasinglyremoved
from
common sense.
The change from Automation to
Control Systems marks this stage of the subject.
The Journal of Meteorology
(item 6) changed
its title,
in 1962, to Journal of the Atmospheric
Sc ienc e s , In the same way the title San ita r ian (item
7) changed to Journal of Environmental
Health, in the
following year.
A common trend can be seen behind
both the changes.
Quite a few subjects appear to
have taken a fresh look, in rec ent years,
by extend ing the boundar ies and thus br inging the wider
perspective
of study.
That is how Meteorology has
come to be known as Atmospheric
Science and
Sanitation as Environmental
Health.
The second
title has also changed its structure
by introduc ing
the conventional character
denoting term journal.
The periodical
Occupational
PsychOlogy had
its earlier
title as the Human Factor (1932-37),
which in turn had come f r orn the Journal of the
National Institute of Industrial Psychology
(1923-31).
Thus the name of the subject covered by the periodical has actually changed from industr ial psychology
to occupational
psychology.
The change in the title
was necessary
to bring in the terms in current use.
The second title, that is, the Human Factor was
more of an experimental
nature.
Perhaps,
it tried
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American

Journal

Canadian

Journal

of Insanity,
of Technology,

IEEE Transactions
Electronics,
1963

Journal

1967-69

and Automation,

of Meteorology,

Sanitarian,

1951-56

on Biomedical

Industr ial Lub r ic at ion,
Instruments

1844-21

1954 - 59

1944-61

1938-62

Human Factor,

1932-37

Time and Motion Study,

1952-64

to suggest, as its subject coverage,
the human
factor in the industriai
set-up.
But that was more
in the nature of descr ipt ion of a subject rathe r than
a specific name of it. It is significant that the title
of the periodical
has not changed after 1931\. The
structures
of the last two titles have remained the
same, that is, they have included only subject denoting terms.
The last item in this group (item 9) has
changed in a similar way. The subject that was
described
initially as time and motion stuty has now
come to be designated by the more specific term
work study.
Again, the structure
of the titles remains unchanged.
It may be appropr iate to po int out that some
subjects change the scope and content with appropriate changes in their name also, while others do
not show such outward signs of change.
In the titles
considered
above, and also in some other titles
cons ide r ed earl ier, we have seen examples of the
former
kind. Our study is not concerned with
examples of the second kind. However, to make the
point clear,
an example may be cited.
The following extract from the report of the Commiss ion of
the Survey of Dentistry in the United States
(1961)
will show how the field has changed. "Twenty-five
or thiry years ago, dental practice was limited to
relieving pain and treating lesions of the teeth, the
gums, and otl.er tissues of the mouth.
Today it is
concerned with the comprehensive
management
of
oral, facial,
and speech defects and with the oral
structures
and t i s s.ue s as they relate to the total
health of the individual".
Thus, the word Dentistry
means much more to-day than its connotation 25
or 30 years ago.
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Changes of Miscelleneous
More Suitable Titles

Nature

Leading· to

In this group we are going to consider a large
number of periodicals
(90 items) which have changed
their titles due to various reasons.
The titles are
listed in Table 51. In this part we are considering
only the first thirtyfour
items.
It is difficult to find a c omrnon pattern of
change in the titles listed in Table 51, except that
there is a clear trend in many of them to be simple.
short and be specific.
Some of them have similarities
with changes considered
so far under various
categories.
But none of them could be exactly fitted
as they have mixed
into anyone of these categories
trends.
That is why they are being considered
separately
here.
In the very first item. the previous title
was actually an odd comb inat ion of two alternat ive
titles.
Use of alternative
titles in books and periodicals is an old practice.
It is no longer in vogue
nowadays.
The periodical
in its efforts to abolish
this old practice has merely combined the two alternative titles without discard ing them.
As a consequence the title includes two character
denoting
terms - Annals and Magazine.
In the same way
there are in it a number of subject denoting terms
firstly.
Natural History and then an elaboration
of
the same by the three terms,
Zoology, Botany and
Geology with the connecting word including.
All
Table

51:

Changes

51.

of Miscelleneous

Changed

Nature

OF PERIODICALS

these make the n ew title a clumsy one with scope fur
improvement.
Even then it has been continuing for
a long time.
But it is a very prestigious
periodical
with long standing.
It cannot change title very
easily.
In the second item the change is restricted
to
the replacement
of the subject denoting terms Aerospace Engineering
by the more convenient and current term. Aeronautics.
This has resulted
in a
more precise new title.
In the third item the word
Construction
has been dropped altogether
to make
the title simpler.
In fact the word Construction
w aa
only an unnecessary
elaboration
of the main subject
denoting terms Civil Engineering.
Change of Bioresearch
Titles to Bioresearch
Index (item no. 4) can hardly be called an improvement.
The operating word Index in the new title
surely indicates the character
of the periodical.
But
the world Titles was also equally expres s ive. The
use of this term in the earlier
title was a clear
indication that the periodical
was of title announcement type, which is its exact nature,
just as the
Chemical Titles is a title announcement
service.
However, the change has shifted the emphasis to
the other character
is tic of the per iod ic a l to ind icate
that it is an index ing pe r iod ic at.
The British Journal of Photography
Annual
(item no. 5) has c orn e from its earlier
title the
British Journal Photographic
Annual.
This is hardly
Leading

to More. Suitable

to

Titles

Changed from
[with date of last change]

No.

3

2

.-----------------------

Annal sand Magaz ine of Natural Histo ry
Including Zoology, Botany and Geology

Annals of Natural History,
or Magaz ine of
ZOOlogy, Botany and Geology,
1838-40

2

Astronautics

Astronautics

3

Austral

4

Bioresearch

5

British

6

Build ing

7

Canadian

8

Ceramic

9

Chemical Industry
Whos Who

Index

Journal

of Public

Annual

Health

Age

British

Titles.

Journal

1842-1966

Canadian

Public

Directory

Fisheries

1977

and

and Unit Cleaner
Review

Chemical
1959-62

Annual.

Health Journal.

Age Directory

1962-63

1929-42

and Whos Who.

and Dyeing Journal.

Market

1963

and Construction.

1921-26

Drycleaning
Fishery

Engineering.

1965 -66

Photographic

Builder.

Ceramist.

Launderette

Commercial
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Bioresearch

of Photography

Journal

and Aerospace

Australian
Civil Engineering
1950/60-67

ian C iv il Eng ine er ing

Coin-op
11

and Aeronautics

News,

1939-45

1938-70
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12

Concrete
Products

13

C onf erenc es, Meet ings, Tra ining
Courses
in Atomic Energy

Chronolog ical List of Atomic Energy
Conferences.
Meetings,
Training
Courses.
1959-61

14

Cotton Gin and Oil Mill Press

Cotton and Cotton Oil Preas,

15

Current

Current
Medical

16

Current
Technical Papers,
Telephone
Laboratories

17

Dental

18

EEE

19

Electrical

20

Engineering

21

Farming
News and North
Agr ic ult ur ist

22

FID News Bulletin

23

Food Processing
(London)

24

Gleanings

25

Heating

26

IEEE Transactions
Technology

on Communication

IEEE Transactions
Systems,
1963-64

on Communications

27

IEEE Transactions

on Computer

IEEE Transactions
1936-67

on Electronic

28

IG Bulletin.
Bulletin

29

Indian Journal

of AniJnal

30

Ind ian Journal
Venereology

of DermatOlogy

=

Building

3

Contents,

and Concrete

Life Sciences

Equipment

Construction

Dental

R ec ord

Engineering

and Maintenance

News Record

and Concrete

British

Practitioner,

1950-54

Electronic

Equipment,

1953-58

Electrical

Contracting,

1928-47

News,

1903-17

North British Agriculturist
Farming News, 1931-39
FID Informations,

and Marketing

Food Processing
1960-64

and Packaging,

Novices

Gleanings

and Air Conditioning

Heating
1951-60

and Air Treatment

Geophysics

IGY Bulletin,

Sciences

Indian Mining

and Engineering

33

Inland Printer/American

34

Investigation
of Atmospheric
Report on Observations

Indian Journal
Dermatology,

Journal

Mineral

Lithographer

of Veneral
1935-55

Computers,

Markets,

Sciences

Diseases

Assistants

Inland and American
grapher,
1958-61
-

1873

Engineer,

Indian Journal of Veterinary
AniJnal Husbandry,
1931-68

and

Pollution

in Bee Culture,

1957-62

All India Hospital
1907-09

32

and

1951-62

in Bee Culture

=International

1936-47

Contents of Chemlcal,
Pharmacoand Life Sciences,
1958-66

Engineering

Ind ian M ed ica l Journal

134

for the Builder
1926-28

Index to Current
Technlcal Literature
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
192i-61

Bell

P ract it ioner and Dental
Electronic

Concrete
Products,

and

and

Journal,

1962-64
Printer

and Litho-

Report on Observations,
Advisory Committee
on Atmospher ic Pollution,
Meteorological
Office, Great Britain.
1915/16-25/26
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a s ign if ic an t change.
There is only minor adjustment of words and grammatical
refinement.
It is
significant
that the periodical
had its beginning in
186J and c orrt inu e d for hundred years,
title 1961.
under the title British Journal Photographic
Almanac.
The present title brings it closer to the
well known periodical,
the British Journal of Photography.
Changing the title from Builder to Building
(item no. 6) is like shifting the focus from the tiller
to the soil he tills or from the artisan to his product.
Bothways We can have good titles indicating
the subject scope of the periodicals,
It is to be noted
that the period leal started
in 1842 and after more
than hundred years,
in 1967, decided to change its
title for the first time,
in the way mentioned.
It
cannot be said, however,
that the style of titling has
changed during this period.
There are even now
many periodicals
where the titles are focussed on
the tillers
or the practitioners
so to say, such as,
Engineer,
Librarian,
Agriculturist,
Foundryman.
Listener,
Beekeeper,
Dairyman.
Photographer.
and so on.
Canadian Journal of Public Health (item. no. 7)
had a very trivial change over its former title. With
this change an alternative
French title has also been
introduced.
It is Revue Canadienne
d Hygiene
Publique.
The change is significant
in the sense
that publishers
often think it appropriate
to bring in
such obv ious lv trivial
changes to improve the titles
of periodicals.
The next item {no. 8) started as New
Jersey Ceramist
and continued with this title for the
first four issues only.
From the fifth issue.
even
when the very first volume was in progress.
the
~it1e was changed to Ceramist
by just dropping the
place name.
The focus rernained
on the practitioner,
in the new title, as discussed
under item no. 6. In
the present
title, however,
the focus has been taken
away from the practitioner.
In the ninth item there is a change of one
word only.
Chemical Age has been changed to
Chemical
Industry.
The word 'Age' appears to have
a mixed reception
in the titling of periodicals.
The
publishers
of some periodicalS
introduce this word
in the ir titles with cons iderable enthus ia srn wh ile
there are others who are pleased to discard the same
word from. their titles.
Item 8 and 9 clearly
show
the two oppos ite trends.
In item n ov l O the previous title was surely a
conventional
title and intell ig ible too.
However,
the
publisher
has opted to change for a modern but less
intelligible
title.
The int r od uc t ion of the word 'coinop' signifies the eagerness
to be modern.
However,
once more we find a tendency to focus on the pr ac t it ioner rather than the p r act ic e in the change of the
words from Drycleaning
to Cleaner.
In the eleventh item, the subject denoting
terms Fishery
Market have been changed to Commercial
Fisheries,
This change is quite suitable.

OF FER.IODICALS

In fact, fishery
is now clearly divided into t wo di~tinct parts - Commercial
fishery and Sports fishery,
The change in the present title takes car" of this
accepted standard terminology,
What was intended
to be conveyed by the e xp r e s s i on t is h e r v market is
more suitably conveyed now bv CUITlmert' tal fisheries,
It may be observed that the character
denoting t e r rn
in the old title has also been changed to <:~\'i(''',
In item no. 12, the effective chang" is in the
substitution
of the e xp r e s s ion 'Concrete
for the
builder'
by the more precise
e~pression
'Coner,,:e
building','
In a way, again, it is a pr"fer{'n('., f o r
the practice
over the practitioner.
The r os t 0i' the
title remains
untouched.
In the next title (item no , 1,1. onlv tl;<'.i!';o,
ter denoting terms have been d r oppe d wit ho u t "Hering the rest of the old title s ub s t ant ial lv. T1H' ex
pression
'Chronological
list' s ur clv d"'Hlted rn rr e
precisely
the particular
character
,,' the }leriodical.
but in the context of the ot he r \, or d s in the title it
appeared to be superfluous.
Hence, the change has
been in the right direction
and the dropping of t ho lmnecessary
words has also resulted
in a shorter
title,
The title of item no. 14 has gone through a
n umbe r of trivial but int e r e s t ing changes,
S(\
f a r- as
the subject of the periodical
is c once r n ed , the
periodical
has been trying to focus two concepts
in 11
title. na me ly , ginning and milling,
In fact, the
periodical
started,
in 1900, with the title Ginn"r
and Miller.
This appears to be an at tra c t ivr- ti,l
and expressive
too.
But the publishers
t hou c h t
otherwise.
In 1904. in the middle of the '("nrth
volume,
the title w a s changed to Cotton ,·lnd (",tb.onoil News and the Ginner and Miller,
This \ -:,,~ ;',n
unne~essarily
long and compound n at ur r- of tit l e .
Even then the periodical
continued with it for n e a r lv
32 years till 1935. In the next change.
in I "IV"
cons iderable pruning was done which r e s ul t od on a
shorter
title, as Cotton and Cotton-oil press.
However.
this continued till 1947 only to be replaced by the present title.
In the present title, the
desire to highlight the old concepts of ginning and
milling is e xpl ic it. That is how the two wo rds Gin
and Mill have reappeared.
Item nos. 15 and 16 are both indexing periodicals.
In the first title there were too many subject
denoting terms.
namely - Chemical.
PharmacoMedical and Life Sciences.
All these have now
been replaced by Life Sciences.
This is in tune with
a similar
change in another series
of the Cu r r on t
Contents,
where a long chain of subject den',ling
terms has been replaced by the more precise
expression
Physical
Sciences.
The change in the title of item no.17 shows i1.n
opposite trend in the sense that it has chosen a considerably
longer title.
The old title.
that is Dental
Practioner.
has remained
in fact, but with it has
been added another title, that is, Dental Record.
The expression
Record has t r ad it iona l lv found

ns
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favour with t it le s of medical periodicals.
The present periodical
haa also been attracted
by this word
in the same

measure.

Item no. IS has shown a similar tenden:y in
the a en s e that the original title has been expanded.
Thus, from simple Electronic
Equipment,
it has
been expanded.
Thus, from simple Electronic
Equipment,
it has now become Electronic
Equipment Engineering.
Apart from this change. another
innovation has been introduced
in the title.
The
whole title has become a sub-title.
The main title
is, in effect, the abbreviated
form of it, namely.
EEE (i. e .. triple E). This has surely an added
attraction
in this age of abbreviations.
Our next item (no. 19) has been experimenting
with a number of title changes,
since its inception in
1901.
The first title, that is, National Electrical
Contractor
is so different from the present title,
which is Electrical
C .mat r'uc t ion and Maintenance.
In
between,the
periodical
had experimented
with titles
l ike Electrical
Contractor-Dealer,
National Electragist, Electragist,
and Electrical
Contracting,
for
var ious durations.
It would be observed that the
changes have been quite substantial
in almost all
cases.
However,
apart from the subject denoting
term Electrical
or its variations,
one aspect has
been tried to be highlighted,
Le.,
the work of the
In the present title this aspect has been
contractor.
saught to be expressed
by the terms construction
and
maintenance.
Of all the titles that the periodical
has experimented
w ith , the present
title has continued for the longest.
Hence, it can be said to have
been the most successful
title.
The change in item no. 20 has certa in s imilarities
with both item numbers
17 and 18. Here
also the nature of title change is by the expans ion
of the previous
title.
The previous title Engineering
News has been expanded to Eng ineering News Record, as has been done in item no. 18. The new word
added is Record,
as has been done in item no. 17,
although the present periodical
is not a medical
periodical.
One may wonder whether two character
denoting terms,
News and Record,
are really
necessary.
It may be pointed out that the periodical
has a long history of change of titles since 1874.
The first title was Engineer
and Surveyor,
which
was for just one issue only.
The subsequent titles
were - Engineer,
Architect
and Surveyor;
Engineering News and American
Contract Journal; Engineering News and American
Railway Journal; Engineer ing News, and then the present title.
It may be
noticed that the character
denoting term News has
c ome down to the present title through some of the
earlier
titles.
The other character
denoting term,
t h a t is, Record has been added in the present
title
for the first time,
in 1918.
Since then both the
terms are co-existing.
The title of item no. 21 has been changed by
just reordering
the same set of words.
There is no
change in the words of the two titles.
It may, how-
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ever, bement ioned that the per iod ical Uarted in
1843 with the title Ayrshire AjI;riculturi8t.
Very
soon the geographical
affiliation Ayrshire,
was
c h ang ed to North British.
Subsequently,
subject
and character
denoting terms Farming News were
added.
In the last change, the title cannot be said
to have improved in any way.
The title change in item no. U" which is our
field, is again of very little consequence.
The
character
denoting term Informations
has been
changed to News Bulletin.
Both the terms mean,
more or less, the same type of periodical.
However,
the latter expression
is more traditional
and explicit.
In the change from Food Processing
and
Packaging to Food Processing
and Marketing
(London) (item no. 23\ an impression
is created that
the per iod ica l has enlarged
its scope, as Marketing
means much more things than Packaging.
However.
the scope remains the same.
The same periodical.
in fact, had earlier
runs with two different titles
almost with the same scope.
These titles were
Food Technology (1931-32)
and simply Food (193260).
In the last change the significant
aspect is the
replacement
of the subject denot ing word P ackag ing
by Marketing,
which surely is a more suitable expression
in the context of its scope.
It may be
observed that in the new title the plac e name has
also been added in parenthesis.
In the next item (no. 24), the new title has
been brought about by just dropping the in itlal-w o rd
of the previous title, that is. Novices.
Perhaps,
the word was initially included in the title to indicate
that the periodical
was of a popular nature.
But,
it must be granted that th is was avery
crude and
clumsy way to do so, We can hardly think of any
other periodical
title where this word has been used.
The inappropriateness
of the word seems to have
been realised very quickly as only for the first year
(1873) the word Novices w as included in the title.
It
is remarkable
that with this early change, the
periodical
has continued under the same title for
more than a century now, since 1874.
In item no. 25, the present title is quite
simple and elegant.
There are a number of periodicals on the same subject c ornb inat ion s . However,
the wordings in the present title have evolved
through stages.
Air-conditioning
was expressed
in
the former title by Air Treatment
Engineer.
In fact
the per iod ica l started in 1938 as the Air Treatment
Engineer.
Perhaps,
the expression
Air Conditioning, with which we are so familiar
now, came into
vogue much later.
Title changes in the next two items (nos. 26
and 27) are of the same nature.
Current expressions
have been introduced in the present titles replacing
or deleting obsolete express ions.
In the first title
the express ion Cornrnun ic at ions Systems have been
replaced by Communication
Technology.
In the
s ••cond case, the expression
Electronic
Computers
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has been changed to Compute rs.
Electron ic has bec ome redundant

Surely, the term
in the context.

The obsolescence
of titles of periodicals
with
the passage oi time is again quite prominent
in item
no. 28 .. The periodical
started as the ICY Bulletin
in 1957.
It may be recalled that the year 1957 and
part of 1958 was observed as the International
Geophysical Year (ICY) and hence this name.
Even
when the year came to a close the periodical
continued with the same title.
This was surely an
anachronistic
situation.
The position was corrected
only in 1963 by deleting mainly the word Year from
the title, that is, IGY Bulletin, became IG Bulletin.
The abbreviation
IGY was known to everybody,
but
the same is not true for IC.
Hence, the new title
has been given an attachment
of a parallel title
explaining the abbreviations
in the main title.
It cannot be said for certain whether the
expression
Animal Sciences exactly stands for the
subjects Veterinary
Science and Animal Husbandry.
But this is exactly what has been sought to be conveyed by the new title of item no. 29. One thing is
certain that the earlier
title was having too many
words to denote its subject coverage.
A simplification of the title was quite logical.
But the search
for a simpler
subject denoting term appears to have
been a long-drawn
affair.
Finally,
the doubtful
expression
Animal Sciences has been accepted.
In item no. 30, the change in the title has
been more in the nature of rri ino r adjustments.
Firstly,
the subject denot ing te rrn Veneral Diseases
has been replaced by the more exact term, Venereology.
Secondly, the sequence of the two subject
denoting terms Venereology
and Dermatology has
been interchanged.
The need for this change of
sequence was necessary
in view of the positions of
these two words in the name of the sponsoring
association
of this periodical.
The name of the
sponsor is the Indian Association
of Dermatologists
and Venereolog ists . The change has brought the
new title in line with the name of the sponsor, apart
f r om ma klng it s lrnp le r ,
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The new title of item no. 31 appears to be
considerably
different from the old one. Even then
traces of the old title can be Seen in the new one.
All India have become Indian and the character
denoting term Journal has remained
intact. Hence.
the significant change is in the replac ement of the
subject denoting terms Hospital Assistants
bv Medical.
The periodical
is the official organ of the All
India Medical Licentiates
Association.
Perhaps,
to
begin with, the Association
hesitated to call its
periodical
a full-fledged
medical journal.
This
hesitation must have been associated
with the status
of the med ica l lic ent ia t e s thems elves.
The new
title has been continuing since 1910 without the
necessity
of any further change.
The title Mineral Markets was changed completely to give the periodical
its new title the Indian
Mining and Engineer ing Journal (item no. 32).
The
earlier title did not convey that it was a scientific
periodical.
It was more like a trade journal.
In the
new title this position has been sought to be corrected. There are now in the title,words
denoting geographical affiliation and also subject and character
denot ing words in the most conventional
style.
In
the bargain,
it can be e a s By seen, the length of the
title has increased.
From both the titles of item no. 33, it appears
the periodical
had an arna lgat ion at a certain stage.
The initial title in 1883 was simple Inland Printer.
The first change came in 1959 and the new title was
Inland and American Printer
and Lithographer.
Even
this w aa changed in 1962 to Inland Printer/American Lithographer.
Whatever might have been the
reasons,
this change has hardly improved the title
in any way.
There is, in fact, no significant change.
The sequence of the words in the title has only been
changed.
It is doubtful whetner the present t it Ie
will continue for long. The word Inland has hardly
any Significance
in the title.
The publisher
of the
periodical
may well consider a new title something
like Amer ica.n Pr inter and Lithographer.
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